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Deciding to go to Disney World is easy enough but then you start planning your vacation and it doesn't 
take long for the conflicting information and number of options available to become overwhelming. We 
plan Disney vacations for our clients every day and we've figured out how to manage the choices and    
information in a way that takes the stress out of planning your Disney World vacation. Follow these steps 
in the order presented and you are going to have a successful and memorable trip to Disney World.      
Depending on how early you begin your planning, you may go through the first few steps very quickly but 
it is important to do them in order because each step builds on the previous steps.  

Step 1: Decide When You Are Going to Go to Disney World. 

Don't panic - there is no wrong answer; any time is a good time for Disney World. There are times that 
are less crowded or more crowded and going at a busy time does require better planning but, just by 
reading this article, you've already begun better Disney World vacation planning than 75% of the people 
who walk through the gates of a Disney theme park. 
 Less crowded times: Anytime the American kids are in school. 
 More crowded times: Anytime the American kids are out of school. 
 Most crowded times:  Spring Break, Easter Week, July, Thanksgiving Week, and Christmas Break.  

Summer Tip: If you have the ability to go in early June or late August, you'll definitely enjoy lower 
crowds than if you go in the peak of the summer season, especially 4th of July week. 

Best Time to Go: You should go at a time that makes the most sense for you based on school, work,    
financial and family considerations. A good itinerary and touring plans will help you manage crowds - 
don't let anyone scare you out of your Disney vacation.  Having said that, definitely use theme park    
touring plans if you are visiting at peak season. 

The Benefit of Planning Early: Planning early is definitely to 
your advantage with Disney World vacations. Because Disney has to 
staff hotels, restaurants, theme park attractions, and transportation, 
they offer the best deals to the people who book early because it 
helps them staff appropriately. The best discounts are almost always 
offered 3 - 6 months in advance. Because Disney World is such a 
popular location, planning early also helps you get your first choice 
in hotel accommodations and   restaurant reservations. 

Last Minute Disney World Vacations: Sometimes a door opens 
that lets you take a last-minute trip to Disney World.  Short notice 
trips require more flexibility and compromise but can still be 
wonderful.  Your Build A Better Mouse Trip Disney-Focused Travel 
Agent will help you quickly work through the    details and nail 
down all the arrangements. 

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you:  When you contact Build A Better Mouse Trip, you 
work with one agent – your agent – from start to finish.   We eat, sleep, and breathe Disney World around 
here and we absolutely love helping  people plan wonderful Disney vacations.  Contact us as early as    
possible, even if you haven’t finalized your dates, and we can start laying the foundations of a great trip – 
including checking promotions and discounts against your possible dates. 
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Disney Hotels: The official Disney hotels are fun, clean, and convenient – delivering the ultimate 
Disney experience.  While they sometimes (though not always) cost more than a non-Disney hotel, don’t 
forget to consider the value/savings of benefits like free transportation to and from the Orlando 
International Airport (MCO) and to the Disney theme parks. Disney’s exclusive offers for on-site guests 
include free parking, Extra Magic Hours (special exclusive access to the theme parks), booking 
FASTPASS+ reservations 30 days earlier than everyone else and the opportunity to add one of the Disney 
Dining Plans (a very popular option). These hotels are popular with people who appreciate the 
convenience of a streamlined vacation experience that rolls transportation, accommodation, and 
entertainment into one easy package. Women travelers like the safety of staying at the Disney hotels and 
families with young children find that an on-site hotel makes it easier to take mid-day breaks.  With 
Disney discounts, you may find that staying at a Walt Disney World resort hotel can even be your most 
economical option. For Disney World hotel  information and photos, go to http://
www.buildabettermousetrip.com/disney-world-hotels/  

Non-Disney Hotels: The non-Disney hotels may cost less or offer perks like free breakfast or flexibility 
for larger families. Keep in mind that you will have to pay for parking (about $17 per day) at the theme 
parks. Some advertise "Free Theme Park Shuttles" and some are efficient but you really need to call the 
hotel to verify the shuttle times and frequency to make sure it fits with your vacation plans so that you 
don’t miss out on the low crowds at park openings, parades, or fireworks. Be sure to factor in car rental 
costs if you won't have your own vehicle.  Almost every Orlando vacation accommodation advertises that 
they're "close to Disney World" so use Google Maps to make sure that the location matches your 
definition of "close" or "a short drive" to the Disney World theme parks. Just so you know, SeaWorld and 
the Universal Orlando theme parks are in Orlando but Disney World is just outside the city. 

Vacation Home or Condo Rentals can be wonderful and 
economical choices for larger families, groups, and people wanting 
separate sleeping spaces or full kitchens but work best if you have 
your own vehicle. Be sure to factor in car rental costs and parking 
fees to determine your total cost. 

Camping at Disney World - This is a fun option for people who 
enjoy a relaxed, camping setting. Remember that Florida gets lots 
of rain and that it can get really hot. Make sure your equipment can 
handle those conditions.  The campgrounds fill early, especially on 
the weekends.  

Book your accommodations as early as possible—Booking 
as soon as you set your dates will help you get the best price and 
the best availability during your vacation.  Disney dining 
reservations can made 180 days prior to arrival.   All of the Disney 
World resorts and most other accommodation options allow you to cancel with advanced notice so there 
is no risk to booking early and you'll be free to move on to the next steps in the Disney vacation planning 
process. 

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you:  Your agent can provide no-obligation quotes and 
recommendations to help you sort out the available options.  We can tell you which Disney resorts are a 
good choice for your family and which room “upgrades” might not be worth the money.   You agent will 
also apply qualifying promotions so you get the best deal and eliminating your need to keep watching for 
promotions after booking.    You never pay any fees for using our services.  Contact us today via our 
website, our toll-free number 877.815.6515, or email info@mousetriptravel.com.  
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Your Disney vacation itinerary shows which day you’ll visit each theme park during your trip.  Many 
people assume that the crowds are equally dispersed across the four Disney parks on any given day but 
this is not true. There really are Best Days or Better Days for visiting one Disney World theme Park 
over another. This information is crucial for families visiting during holidays or school breaks, when 
crowds are high.  In low season, a good itinerary adjusts for lower park hours and decreased numbers of 
performance times, shows and entertainment.  You also need to know how Disney's Extra Magic Hours 
are going to affect you, whether you are a Disney resort guest or not. Parades, shows, and fireworks are 
not always offered and some days have more live entertainment than others. To further complicate 
planning, certain parks may close early because of special events.  Having your itinerary set will give you a 
framework for booking dining and FASTPASS+ reservations in the next planning step.  

In this step, you need to make a few decisions: 
 What theme parks will you visit? 
 How many days will you spend in each park? 
 Do you want to visit more than one Disney park in a single day? 
 If you're staying at a Disney resort, will you participate in Extra 

Magic Hours? (late or early hours only offered to Disney hotel 
guests.) 

If possible, I recommend that most families plan on two days in the 
Magic Kingdom, with one day in Epcot, Disney's             
Hollywood Studios, and Disney's Animal Kingdom parks. 
You can adjust this for shorter stays or to include SeaWorld or the 
Universal Orlando theme parks. You might also want to include 
water parks, resort relaxation days or a day trip out to one of    
Florida’s beaches.  

Disney World offers a Park Hopper option to their tickets for guests who want to start in one Disney 
theme park and move to another within the same day. It can be a nice feature but it'll cost you about $58 
per person, though this fee provides park hopping for the durations of your tickets. Each of the Disney 
theme parks can easily fill one or more days so give some careful consideration to whether or not this   
option will really benefit you, especially if this is a first visit. 

Extra Magic Hours - (Special hours only available to Disney resort hotel guests) Give a little thought    
before participating in every Extra Magic Hour offered during your trip. Disney has 33,000 hotel rooms 
and no one goes to Disney alone which means a lot of people are pointed in the same direction at the 
same time and the Extra Magic Hours park will always be the most crowded park of the day.  You might 
have a better time by going to a less busy park. Will your family really be up and out of the resort in time 
to take advantage of an 8:00AM opening? Will your toddler still be awake for the late night hours? Early 
risers, families with older children, and guests with Park Hopper tickets often enjoy the Extra Magic 
Hours so don't rule them out  - just decide in advance when Extra Magic Hours will benefit you.          
Important Tip: Knowing which parks have Extra Magic Hours is doubly important if you are not     
staying at a Disney resort - you want to avoid those parks so you don't get to the theme park and find a 
bunch of Disney guests in line in front of you. 

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you:  Once we get your travel dates and accommodations 
set, your agent will create or help you create a Best Days itinerary specifically for your Disney vacation so 
you don’t have to think through all the variables on your own.  
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Disney World is about twice the size of Manhattan and there are restaurants spread out across the four 
theme parks, Downtown Disney and the Disney World hotels.  Having your itinerary set makes it a lot 
easier to book your Disney dining reservations because knowing where you'll be on any given day keeps 
you from wasting hours going from point-to-point just for a meal.  If you want to dine at an Epcot       
restaurant, you'll want to reserve it on the day you'll be in Epcot.  This step is essential if you don’t have 
Park Hopper tickets because you won’t be able to switch theme parks just to dine.   

We always include park hours and times for fireworks and parades on our clients’ itineraries so that you 
can avoid disappointment when scheduling meals.    

Dining Reservation Tips:  
 Book as early as possible for the best availability.  
 Keep checking restaurants that had no openings – reservations get cancelled all the time.  
 Reservations should be set at least 2.5 hours (earlier if you’re leaving the theme park to dine) prior to 

parades or fireworks so you can enjoy your meal and still have time to find a spot when you’re done.    
You don’t want to rush through a special meal and you don’t want to miss out on parades and 
fireworks so give yourself plenty of time to enjoy these   experiences.   

 Remember to allow plenty of time for Disney transportation if you have to use it to get to a dining 
location.   A taxi is an      option if you find yourself in a time crunch and don’t have a car.  

 Booking a character breakfast? Remember that the theme parks are at their least crowded for the first 
couple of hours that the park is open – book a late seating or a lunch or dinner so that you can enjoy 
short lines before sitting down to dine.   Remember too that getting to an early morning character 
meal in a resort other than the one you’re staying at can be a real pain when depending on Disney 
transportation.  

Quick-service restaurants are readily available all over Disney World and do not accept or require         
reservations. These are restaurants where you order at a counter and take your food to your table      
yourself.   The one exception is Be Our Guest in the Magic Kingdom which is a quick-service 
location for breakfast and lunch only and does accept advance reservations (dinner is full service).  

Disney allows you to make a reservation up to 180 days in advance 
for table-service / full-service restaurants. Princess meals, character 
meals, and popular locations may completely fill months in advance.   
You might also need to make golf tee-time reservations, spa 
reservations, tour reservations, or purchase tickets for a special 
event, which is also easier to do when you have a good start on an 
itinerary.  For     reservations, call (407)WDW-DINE or go to 
DisneyWorld.com  

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you – We are very 
familiar with the Disney restaurants so we can make good 
recommendations based on your dining interests and then integrate 
your dining into your itinerary. Your travel agent will help you 
narrow down the choices to just the restaurants you want and then 
can even book dining, activity and event reservations on your behalf 
when you book through Build A Better Mouse Trip.   Dining 
reservations are subject to availability.  
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A good touring plan can cut time in lines by 3 or more hours per day. 

We are completely convinced that everyone benefits from good Disney theme park touring plans.  A  
touring plan is simply an outline that lets you approach the Disney theme park rides and attractions in a 
way that minimizes lines. You don't skip anything - you just do things smarter so that you don't end up  
following - and lining up behind - the crowd.   Even during busy times, our clients typically wait less than 
20 minutes for rides, including thrill rides and headliners. During less crowded times, a good plan factors 
in shorter park hours and fewer performance times.  The most important benefit of a good plan is that 
everyone gets to ride and see the things that they are looking forward to because everyone's priorities are 
included in a plan that tours the parks efficiently and effectively.  Select the touring plans for your group 
prior to making FASTPASS+ reservations (next step); ideally, your touring plan should be selected by  65 
days prior to arrival if you’re staying at a Disney World hotel or 35 days prior to arrival if you’re staying at 
a non-Disney location.  

The Disney World touring plan sources we recommend: 
 The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World (printed guidebook) 
 A subscription to TouringPlans.com 

They're both excellent. The Unofficial Guide to Walt Disney World is great for anyone who doesn't 
enjoy online research and it has the advantage of including information about SeaWorld,   Universal 
Studios, and Islands of Adventures.  TouringPlans.com doesn't include the non-Disney parks (they do 
offer a separate Universal Orlando option) but is probably the best choice for anyone primarily visiting 
Disney World theme parks. They have more options in their printable touring plan     section - including 
late start and holiday plans - and they have some "Lines & Waits" applications for smart phone users that 
include real-time optimization throughout the day.  Another difference is that the book is printed in 
August each year, but the website is updated regularly as things change in the parks.    

People sometimes wonder why touring plans work; after all, won’t it just create lines if everyone uses 
one? Yes, it would if everyone used a touring plan but less than 10% of all guests use any type of touring 
plan at all. Can you see where it is to your advantage to have better information than 90% of the people 
around you? 

Other people worry that having a plan takes away some of the wonder and magic. I just have to ask, "Do 
you find long lines wonderful and magical?" Knowing that you won't miss anything that is important to 
you makes the whole experience more relaxing and the time you would've spent in line can be used to 
enjoy more attractions, notice the special touches around you or even to take a break...doesn't that sound 
wonderful and magical? Think of it like any sport – it is less stressful and a whole lot more fun when you 
know how the game is played. Remember too that a touring plan is a guide to avoiding lines; it is not a 
legally binding document. J Adjustments can always be made along the way.  

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you – You will receive your choice of either the Unofficial 
Guide or a TouringPlans.com subscription as a Thank You Gift when you book your vacation through us – 
this is in addition to the expert advice, Best Days itinerary, and dining reservation help your agent will 
provide.  The best part is that you get all of this without any extra expense to you.  
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Disney World guests may now book up to three (3) FASTPASS+ reservations per day, based on ticket 
length, prior to arrival as long as you have a Disney World vacation package that includes tickets or have 
pre-purchased tickets separately.     Guests of the Disney World resort hotels may book their FASTPASS+ 
reservations sixty (60) days prior to the arrival date listed on their resort reservations.    Guests staying 
elsewhere who have pre-purchased tickets may book their FASTPASS+ reservations thirty (30) days prior 
to arrival.  This is a wonderful service because it saves time once you’re actually in the park since you 
won’t have to run around collecting the old style paper FASTPASS tickets.   

The previous step gave information about theme park touring plans.   If you’ve selected a plan from one 
of those resources, you’ll find recommended FASTPASS+ selections with suggested times at either the 
top or the bottom of the plan.     

You’ll need to set up an account on www.mydisneyexperience.com account and you’ll need to link your 
Disney resort reservation or your ticket numbers to your account to make your advance FASTPASS+ 
reservations.   The site will provide instructions for making FASTPASS+ reservation but it might be 
helpful to know up front that you’ll select three attractions and then it will give a few sets of times for all 
three FASTPASS+ reservations,  just select the set that comes closest to the times you want or need.   
Once you have those, you can go in and modify each FASTPASS+ reservation individually (subject to 
availability) to get match them to the times you need.   It won’t let you overlap the times so you may need 
to move one to a time way out of the way and then move it back later to get make it possible to adjust the 
times.   

You will be able to add additional FASTPASS+ reservations one at a time at kiosks in the park after you’ve 
used your three advance FASTPASS+ selections.  

If you aren’t using a touring plan, you might want to try for late morning or early after FASTPASS+ times 
so that you can take advantage of the lower crowds at park opening and save FASTPASS+ for later, when 
lines are growing.   You can add additional FASTPASS+ reservations later in the day.    

In most cases, shows are not the best use of FASTPASS+ because of the relatively large audience sizes; an 
exception to this is Enchanted Tales with Belle (Magic Kingdom) which has a very small audience size.     

How Build A Better Mouse Trip helps you – When you book 
with us, our agents will help you with both the selection of 
FASTPASS+ options that will benefit you the most and with 
scheduling the FASTPASS+ reservations so that they don’t interfere 
with your dining plans, parades, or other priorities.  
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Step 6: Book your FASTPASS+ reservations in advance 
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